
OTHER INFORMATION 

Employability Enhancing Unique Courses 

B.Com (Hons.)Proficiency in Chartered Accounting and B.Com (Hons.)Proficiency in Company
Secretaryship.

 The University is amongst very few Universities that offer the uniquely designed B.Com (Hons)

course with the CA and CS syllabus embedded in the curriculum itself to prepare students for

these specialized professional streams.

 The University holds a record of various ranks in CS and CA Foundation.

 It provides support in Articleship through our vast network.

 Practical evaluations, mock tests prepare students for CA and CS Exams.

 The University exams are flexible as per schedule of CA and CS Exams

 Industrial visits and trainings prepare the students for the professional world.

B.Com (H) in Applied Accounting and Finance

 This programme is approved and accredited by Association of Chartered Certified

Accountants (ACCA), UK, a global body for professional accountants.

 Designed for students who wish to pursue a career in Finance and Accounting.

 As part of the MoU  :

o Syllabi of papers of ACCA have been approved and embedded and approved in the

syllabus of this programme. The student Of IIS(deemed to be University) gets

exemption of 6 papers out of  total 13 papers, on the basis of courses included in the

curriculum of the University.

o They get an opportunity to earn a degree from the Oxford Brookes University, UK  by

submitting a dissertation and also an  Advanced Diploma from ACCA after clearing 9

papers.

Learning And Development (LAD) course 

 In the modern workplace one needs more skills to be successful  . Today’s employers seek

candidates who can perform their jobs well and also fit into the company’s culture and interact

with other employees. To do this,  students need to develop their personality.



 On the basis of the feedback received from the recruiters the university offers Learning And

Development course to the students of professional courses, that have credits attached to it.

 Students are trained in soft skills that are attributes that enable them to engage in meaningful

interactions with others. Since most jobs require teamwork, it’s important to possess soft skills

to enhance their employability and achieve their dream job.

 They learn skills that help increase productivity in career, build professional relationships and

thrive at  job.

 Students understand business etiquette, how to behave in a social setting, time management.

 They learn to create industry specific resume, their own blogs on platforms such as

blogspot.com and wordpress , Vlogs on Youtube and Instagram and more.

 One of the positive outcomes of the LAD trainings is that the students have developed a flare

for new interests and are  creating and posting their blog posts on various platforms such as

Blogspot (blogger.com), Wordpress.com and Instagram

Other innovative practices 

 Teaching pedagogy for students of Fashion design constitutes the combination of theory, skill

innovations, design projects and field experiences. To add value guest lectures and workshops

are organized wherein students are able to have direct interaction with academicians and

industry experts. For experiencing ground realities in design sector, annual fashion show is

organized wherein students get exposure to  the practical aspects of design process.

 Jaipur is known as the  hub of India for jewellery of precious and semi-precious ornaments.

Jewellery Designing aims to transform the students into professionals,  combining creativity,

entrepreneurship, technology and market awareness. The programme is industry based, which

is supported by lectures, practicals, seminars, demonstrations, workshops by industry experts

as well as  exhibitions, field  visits, internships and projects.

 Department of Physics has included papers on allied fields of Physics like Bio physics, Medical

physics and Astrophysics at UG and PG level to prepare students to take up further studies in

respective fields or take up interdisciplinary research. The exposure to Bio Physics will  make

the students  suitable for handling various medical diagnostic instruments based on principles

of Physics. The syllabus also has papers on contemporary topics like Information



communication technology, Nanotechnology and Renewable energy to provide the knowledge 

of current issues and develop the  ability to engage in life-long learning . Students are also 

aquainted to  advanced techniques  of computational Physics through papers  on softwares like 

WIEN 2k,Quantum Espresso ,pspice etc 

 Department of Physics has introduced in its curriculum courses like Digital Communications at

UG level and Astro Physics and Medical Physics at PG level to give the students a

broader perspective for applied usage of Physics in different areas. Further the students are

also given practical’s and projects on computational physics software like WIEN2k and

Quantum Espresso.

 Department of Economics has incorporated practical courses on SPSS and EViews softwares

in its curriculum which help students to analyze data , understand various models and interpret

results in an advanced manner.

 Department of Chemistry uses  Gaussian 16 suite of programs which is a licensed software

that provides state-of-the-art capabilities for electronic structure modeling of chemical reactions

and it automates complex calculations. It facilitates the research endeavours of the department.


